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Traces
2012-06-28

stories set in a variety of futures from the award winning heir of arthur c
clarke traces gives a kaleidoscopic vision of the possibilities for
humankind

World Engines: Destroyer
2019-09-19

in the year 2570 a sleeper will wake in the mid 21st century the kernel a
strange object on a five hundred year orbit is detected coming from high
above the plane of the solar system could it be an alien artefact in the
middle of climate change crises there is no mood for space exploration
stunts but reid malenfant elderly once a shuttle pilot and frustrated
would be asteroid miner decides to go take a look anyway nothing more
is heard of him but his ex wife emma stoney sets up a trust fund to
search for him the next time the kernel returns by 2570 earth is
transformed a mere billion people are supported by advanced technology
on a world that is almost indistinguishable from the natural with
recovered forests oceans ice caps it is not an age for expansion there are
only small science bases beyond the earth but this is a world you would
want to live in a star trek without the stars after 500 years the kernel
returns and a descendant of stoney who malenfant will call emma ii
mounts a mission to see what became of malenfant she finds him still
alive cryo preserved his culture shock encounter with a conservative
future is entertaining but the kernel itself turns out to be attached to a
kind of wormhole through which malenfant and emma ii exploring further
plummet back in time across five billion years

Emperor
2010-05-27

a woman gives birth to her child in a village in northern england the cold



northern edge of the roman empire as she struggles through a painful
labour she begins to scream out a series of words in latin a language she
has never heard before much less spoken one of the family recognises
the words for what they are only later does it become clear that the
women has spoken a prophecy a prophecy that relates to the death of
the emperor constantine a prophecy that if enacted will change the fate
of the roman empire and all of the future beyond it stephen baxter s new
series takes ordinary individuals living at history s tipping points and
presents them with a prophecy that challenges everything they believe
about their world and prompts them to take action that could change it
forever the fourth volume reveals the nature of the prophecies and
reveals a battle that has been fought through the ages

Weaver
2009-09-24

stephen baxter s superb historical thriller series tips over into alternate
history as the germans invade britain in 1940 the weaver of time s
tapestry has finally suceeded in twisting the threads of history into a new
shape the luftwaffe have pushed the raf to the brink and the invasion
barges have reached the beaches of sussex and kent britain wakes up to
the nightmare of the wermacht unleashed in southern england as the
desperate battle to hold up the invasion rages it is left to a few indivuals
caught up in the panic and chaos to piece together what has really
happened is this the culmination of a plan that has taken centuries to
play out a plot from the future to change the past forever stephen baxter
s historical thriller series crashes into the 20th century with a terrfying
vision of mechanised war and political atrocity unleashed on english soil
this is the climax of one of the most thoughful and involving series of
novels that have brought history alive like no other

Evolution
2010-05-27

from their beginnings foraging at the feet of the dinosaurs through the



apocalypse of an asteroid strike through countless years of the day to
day life and death dramas of survival of the fittest to the rise and fall of
mankind and the final destruction of earth by the expanding sun the
primates have survived this is their story evolution follows the ebb and
flow of the fortunes of one group of creatures as they change and adapt
to their world somewhere on the horn of africa it turns the story of
darwinian evolution into a constant drama a daily life and death struggle
a heroic story of life s endurance it is a story that transcends generations
species mankind and in the end the earth itself in the tradition of olaf
stapledon and hg wells

Alternate Histories
2013-11-21

here collected for the first time in ebook form are seven of stephen
baxter s most remarkable and enjoyable novels all dealing with alternate
histories in the time s tapestry series containing the novels emperor
conqueror navigator and weaver we see a series of different versions of
our own world s history constantly changing and being altered covering
the time from the roman occupation of britain through to the german
invasion of 1940 this series explains why our history is the way it is and
what might have happened differently in the northland trilogy stone
spring bronze summer iron winter baxter explores an alternative creation
of the british landscape following a stone age tribe from the now flooded
land bridge that once connected great britain and europe in their frantic
attempts to hold back the rising seas the people of northland will
discover new techniques and technologies discoveries that will change
the course of human civilisation

Bronze Summer
2011-09-15

centuries have passed the wall that ana s people built has long outlasted
her and history has been changed the british isles are still one with the
european mainland and doggerland has become a vibrant and rich land



so rich that it has drawn the attention of the greeks an invasion is
mounted and soon greek biremes are grinding ashore on a coastline we
never knew and the world will be changed for ever stephen baxter s new
series catapults forward from pre history into the ancient world and
charts a new and wonderful story for our world this is a superb example
of baxter s belief that anything is possible for mankind even making a
new world

Time
2012-06-28

2010 more than a century of ecological damage industrial and
technological expansion and unchecked population growth has left the
earth on the brink of devastation

Conqueror
2010-06-03

it begins with the death of the last roman and ends with the crowning of
a king the birth of a new order as the centuries between these two
events pass as britain emerges from the ruins of roman rule to become a
vibrant rich power in its own right as invasions ebb and flow and kings
rule and die a single thread is spun and stretched a prophecy found in
the shadow of hadrian s crumbling wall a prophecy preserved by the
monks at lindisfarne a prophecy remembered a prophecy handed down a
prophecy that speaks of the cross of dragons from the north of a new
world and of a new empire a prophecy fulfilled in one remarkable year
1066 conqueror is a fast moving historical thriller that casts a bright light
onto a shadowy period of british history and brings it to vibrant life
steeped in blood and violence this was also a time of artistic endeavour a
time of nation building and law giving and it is a time of chance where
history can be shaped by the weaver



Navigator
2010-05-27

stephen baxter s new series is full of page turning action intriguing
mystery and awe inspiring scientific speculation full of evocative
historical detail and characters who jump of the page this is history lived
by people whose future is not yet locked as our past navigator is the third
of the series and delves deep into the discovery of america

Creation Node
2023-09-21

in the year 2255 of all the sentient beings in her universe it was a woman
named salma twenty years old who was the first fully to see the object
called planet nine see with her own eyes albeit moderated by her ship s
instruments if not to recognise what it was not yet not that the object
turned out to be a planet or the ninth of anything briefly thought to be a
black hole it suddenly changes expands and sends a message there is
something waiting on its service something not quite human as the
ramifications of this event spread across the fracturing elements of
humanity it is clear that the small crew on the spot are at the centre of
the most dramatic discovery in history but theirs is not the only
inexplicable event happening impossibly at exactly the same moment a
quasar appeared twenty five thousand light years away and now is
heating up the solar system if the enigma of the creation node is not
solved quickly there may be no one left to investigate it

Obelisk
2016-08-18

a remarkable collection of short fiction from one of our greatest sf
authors including two brand new short stories this collection contains
stories set in the universe of the bestselling duology proxima and ultima
which expand on the characters and worlds of that series there are also a



selection of alternate histories and possible futures echoing baxter s work
with terry pratchett on the long earth series confirms stephen baxter s
place as one of the greatest practitioners of the sf short story

The Massacre of Mankind
2017-01-19

it has been 14 years since the martians invaded england the world has
moved on always watching the skies but content that we know how to
defeat the martian menace machinery looted from the abandoned
capsules and war machines has led to technological leaps forward the
martians are vulnerable to earth germs the army is prepared so when the
signs of launches on mars are seen there seems little reason to worry
unless you listen to one man walter jenkins the narrator of wells book he
is sure that the martians have learned adapted understood their defeat
he is right thrust into the chaos of a new invasion a journalist sister in law
to walter jenkins must survive escape and report on the war the
massacre of mankind has begun

Stone Spring
2012-11-06

praised as one of the most inventive writers that science fiction has ever
produced sf site national bestselling author stephen baxter presents a
new saga of a world that could have become our own ten thousand years
ago a vast and fertile plain existed that linked the british isles to europe
home to a tribe of simple hunter gatherers northland teems with nature s
bounty but is also subject to its whims fourteen year old ana calls
northland home but her world is changing the air is warming the ice is
melting and the seas are rising one day ana meets a traveler from a far
distant city called jericho a town that is protected by a wall and she starts
to imagine the impossible



Raft
2013-01-24

stephen baxter s highly acclaimed first novel and the beginning of his
stunning xeelee sequence finally enters the sf masterwork series a
spaceship from earth accidentally crossed through a hole in space time
to a universe where the force of gravity is one billion times as strong as
the gravity we know somehow the crew survived aided by the fact that
they emerged into a cloud of gas surrounding a black hole which
provided a breathable atmosphere five hundred years later their
descendants still struggle for existence divided into two main groups the
miners live on the belt a ramshackle ring of dwellings orbiting the core of
a dead star which they excavate for raw materials these can be traded
for food from the raft a structure built from the wreckage of the ship on
which a small group of scientists preserve the ancient knowledge which
makes survival possible rees is a miner whose curiosity about his world
makes him stow away on a flying tree just one of the many strange local
lifeforms carrying trade between the belt and the raft and what he finds
will change his world

Transcendent
2010-05-27

baxter s ability to combine wildly divergent narrative threads has become
a trademark of his writing and has been seen to its best effect in the
previous two novels from this sequence transcendent with its melding of
a near future narrative that carries a terrible warning about the post oil
and post global warming world and a narrative thread that tours the
fantastically varied diverse species that mankind has become in the
impossibly distant future is an example of baxter at his best at once a
cautionary tale of what we are capable of destroying and a celbration of
what we could become this is the capstone to baxter s best series to date
in transcendent we find out what happened to the children of the poole
brothers from coalescent and what will happen to mankind



Ring
1996

wormhole technology has revealed that our sun will die in 5 000 000
years a race of superbeings the fabulous xeelee owners of the universe
are thought to be responsible the bizarre and wealthy cult the superet
funds two projects aimed at combatting the force that will murder the
sun

Iron Winter
2012-08-16

the final volume in the millennia spanning trilogy about an england with a
very different history to our own many generations ago the wall was first
built to hold back the sea northland a country of fertile plains and ancient
forests rescued from the ocean has become a thriving civilisation based
on trade technology and tradition centred on the ancient home of the
first builders etxelur the whole of europe spanned by the northlanders
steam caravan lines has been changed in ways that could never have
been predicted but nothing can last forever not even the wall the
weather is changing growing colder and in the wake of the long winters
come famine destruction and terror and as whole nations are forced out
of their lands and head for warmer climes it seems that even northland
may not be able to endure

Flood
2009-07-23

from terry pratchett s co author on the long earth books comes the
ultimate disaster novel the world is drowning and there is nowhere left on
earth to go next year sea levels begin to rise the change is far more rapid
than any climate change predictions metres a year within two years
london only 15 metres above the sea is drowned new york follows the
pope gives his last address from the vatican mecca disappears beneath



the waves where is all the water coming from scientists estimate that the
earth was formed with seas 30 times in volume their current levels most
of that water was burnt off by the sun but some was locked in the earth s
mantle for the tip of everest to disappear beneath the waters would
require the seas to triple their volume that amount of water is still much
less than 1 of the earth s volume and somehow it is being released the
world is drowning the biblical flood has returned and the rate of increase
is building all the time mankind is on the run heading for high ground
nuclear submarines prowl through clouds of corpses rising from drowned
cities populations are decimated and finally the dreadful truth is known
before 50 years have passed there will be nowhere left to run flood tells
the story of mankind s final years on earth the stories of a small group of
people caught up in the struggle to survive are woven into a tale of
unimaginable global disaster and the hope offered for a unlucky few by a
second great ark

Origin
2012-06-28

2015 astronaut reid malenfant is flying over the african continent intent
on examining a mysterious glowing construct in earth s orbit

Voyage
1997

8 000 years ago europe was a very different place england was linked to
holland by a massive swathe of land where the north sea is now lay the
landmass of northland and then came a period of global warming a
shifting of continents and over a few short years the sea rushed in and
our history was set but what if the sea had been kept at bay brythony is a
young girl who lives in northland like all her people she is a hunter
gatherer her simple tools fashioned from flint cutting edges lodged in
wood and animal bone when the sea first encroaches on her land her
people simply move brythony moves further travelling to asia where she
sees mankind s first walled cities and gets an idea what if you could build



a wall to keep the sea out and so begins a colossal engineering project
that will take decades a wall that stretches for hundreds of miles a wall
that becomes an act of defiance and containing the bones of the dead an
act of devotion a wall that will change the geography of the world and it s
history stephen baxter has become expert at embedding human stories
into the grandest sweeps of history and the most mind blowing of
concepts stone spring begins a trilogy that will tell the story of a changed
world it begins in 8 000 bc with an idea and ends in 1500 in a world that
never saw the roman empire christianity or islam it is an eye opening
look at what history could so easily have been and an inspiring tale of
how we control our future

Stone Spring
2010

star humans were engineered to exist within the mantle of a star mere
tools of their earth evolved makers in a war against the xeelee owners of
the universe stephen baxter s third novel in his magnificent xeelee
sequence is an exotic and endearing story of an abandoned people
abandoned to their fate their history lost along with contact with their
makers star people survive in an environment that is possibly the
strangest in science fiction microscopic inhabitants of superfluid air
above a quantum sea and below the tangled crust of the star swimming
in an electric blue grid the magfield which is subject to violent storms
star people struggle like us to make sense of their world and the threat
hanging over it though the truth is far more disturbing and ominous than
they feared they will confront finally their makers and they will rebel
against the purpose for which they were created

Flux
2013-01-24

detailed research empathy with his characters an ecological perspective
and his trademark flare for epic narrative sweep make baxter s
mammoth series very much key works in his canon icebones takes the



action to a stunningly realised partially terraformed mars in the far future
and sees the epic mammoth story cycle come to fruition

Icebones
2015-10-15

lean taut storytelling breakneck stuff arguably his most accessible book
to date baxter is resplendent sfx magazine when his father dies suddenly
george poole stumbles onto a family secret he has a twin sister he never
knew existed who was raised by an enigmatic cult called the order the
order is a hive a human hive with a dominant queen that has prospered
below the streets of rome for almost two millennia after poole enters the
order s vast underground city and meets the disturbing inhabitants he
uncovers evidence that they have embarked on a divergent evolutionary
path these genetically superior humans are equipped with the tools
necessary to render modern homo sapiens as extinct as the neanderthals
and now they are preparing to leave their underground realm excels at
both action packed storytelling and philosophical speculation library
journal utterly fascinating constantly surprising coalescent reveals a new
side to baxter s vast talent locus

Coalescent
2003-11-18

the wheel a ring of ice and steel around a moon of saturn and home to a
mining colony supplying earth itâe tm s a bad place to grow up the
colony has been plagued by problems and there are stories of mysterious
creatures glimpsed aboard the wheel many of the younger workers
refuse to go down the warren like mines anymore and then young phee
laws surfing saturnâe tm s rings saves an enigmatic blue box from
destruction aboard the wheel the doctor jamie and zoe find themselves
caught in a mystery that goes right back to the creation of the solar
system a mystery that could kill them all



Doctor Who: the Wheel of Ice
2012

discovering a new element anti ice a mysterious substance that
unleashes vast energies when warmed a millionaire industrialist dreams
of power from an item that promises world peace or world destruction
original

Anti-ice
1994-10-16

titan is the epic saga of one woman s will to succeed and the triumph of a
dream over bureaucracy and fear paula benacerraf grandmother and
astronaut is appointed to oversee the dismantling of the shuttle fleet
after another challenger type disaster instead she listens to the oddball
jpl scientist rosenberg who is determined to explore the ammonia based
life cassini discovers on titan using nasa s rusting saturn rockets
mothballed apollos and remaining shuttles frail humans are hurled in the
face of violent opposition from the military to the edge of the solar
system to the edge also of sanity

Titan
2015-12-14

stephen baxter breaks genre boundaries and brings his unique
imagination epic scope and elegant style to an anthropomorphic fantasy
starting with the story of a young female mammoth and the struggle her
herd has to survive into the present day on a remote siberian island the
mammoth trilogy encompasses thousands of millions of years the
geological and climatic history of earth and a vision of a startling future
all via an astounding evocation of mammoth life biology intelligence
culture myth and legend it is a triumph of imaginative story telling



Silverhair
2015-10-15

from acclaimed authors terry prattchet and stephen baxter comes the
last novel in the bestselling long earth series 2070 71 nearly six decades
after step day and in the long earth the new next post human society
continues to evolve for joshua valienté now in his late sixties it is time to
take one last solo journey into the high meggers an adventure that turns
into a disaster alone and facing death his only hope of salvation lies with
a group of trolls but as joshua confronts his mortality the long earth
receives a signal from the stars a signal that is picked up by radio
astronomers but also in more abstract ways by the trolls and by the great
traversers its message is simple but its implications are enormous join us
the super smart next realise that the message contains instructions on
how to develop an immense artificial intelligence but to build it they have
to seek help from throughout the industrious worlds of mankind bit by bit
byte by byte they assemble a computer the size of a continent a device
that will alter the long earth s place within the cosmos and reveal the
ultimate life affirming goal of those who sent the message its impact will
be felt by and resonate with all mankind and other species young and old
communities and individuals who inhabit the long earths

The Long Cosmos
2016-06-30

and everywhere the humans went they found life this dazzling future
history winner of the 2000 philip k dick award is the most ambitious and
exciting since asimov s classic foundation saga it tells the story of
humankind all the way to the end of the universe itself here in luminous
and vivid narratives spanning five million years are the first poole
wormholes spanning the solar system the conquest of human planets by
squeem gutships that outrace light the back time invasion of the qax the
mystery and legacy of the xeelee and their artifacts as large as small
galaxies photino birds and dark matter and the ring where ghost human
and xeelee contemplate the awesome end of time stephen baxter is the



most acclaimed and accomplished of a brilliant new generation of
authors who are expanding the vision of science fiction and taking itto a
new golden age

Vacuum Diagrams
2009-10-13

timelike infinity the strange region at the end of time where the xeelee
owners of the universe are waiting the second novel in stephen baxter s
xeelee sequence first there were good times humankind reached glorious
heights even immortality then there were bad times earth was occupied
by the faceless brutal qax immortality drugs were confiscated the human
spirit crushed earth became a vast factory for alient foodstuffs into this
new dark age appears the end of a tunnel through time made from exotic
matter it is humanity s greatest engineering project in the pre qax era
where the other end of the tunnel remains anchored near jupiter when a
small group of humans in a makeshift craft outwit the qax to escape to
the past through the tunnel it is not to warn the people of earth against
the qax who are sure to follow them for these men and women from the
future are themselves dangerous fanatics in pursuit of their own bizarre
quantum grail michael poole architect of the tunnel must boldly confront
the consequences of his genius

Timelike Infinity
2013-01-24

an awe inspiring planetary romance from terry pratchett s co author on
the long earth books the very far future the galaxy is a drifting wreck of
black holes neutron stars chill white dwarfs the age of star formation is
long past yet there is life here feeding off the energies of the stellar
remnants and there is mind a tremendous galaxy spanning intelligence
each of whose thoughts lasts a hundred thousand years and this mind
cradles memories of a long gone age when a more compact universe was
full of light the 27th century proxima centauri an undistinguished red
dwarf star is the nearest star to our sun and in this fiction the nearest to



host a world proxima iv habitable by humans but proxima iv is unlike
earth in many ways huddling close to the warmth orbiting in weeks it
keeps one face to its parent star at all times the substellar point with the
star forever overhead is a blasted desert and the antistellar point on the
far side is under an ice cap in perpetual darkness how would it be to live
on such a world yuri jones with 1 000 others is about to find out proxima
tells the amazing tale of how we colonise a harsh new eden and the
secret we find there that will change our role in the universe for ever

FORTRESS SOL.
2024

silence of the lambs meets blade runner a dark and gripping crime novel
set in a convincing near future se moorhead is the future of crime writing
stephen baxter some crimes can t be solved in one lifetime the past
fourteen years ago the police caught a notorious serial killer who
abducted two victims during the month of february he was safe behind
bars wasn t he the present but when another body is discovered the race
is on to catch the real killer before he abducts his second victim
neuropsychologist kyra sullivan fights to use a new technology that
accesses the minds of the witnesses the future will kyra discover the
person behind the murders and if so at what cost and how far will she go
to ensure justice is served this is the story of how kyra tries to save a
past she cannot change and a future she cannot allow a genre bending
thriller for readers who enjoy books by clare north stephen king and john
marrs a fast paced near future psycho thriller witness x has got soon to
be a netflix series written all over it reader review thrilling unnerving but
ultimately satisfying you will not be disappointed reader review

Proxima
2013-09-19

8 000 years ago europe was a very different place england was linked to
holland by a massive swathe of land where the north sea is now lay the
landmass of northland and then came a period of global warming a



shifting of continents and over a few short years the sea rushed in and
our history was set but what if the sea had been kept at bay brythony is a
young girl who lives in northland like all her people she is a hunter
gatherer her simple tools fashioned from flint cutting edges lodged in
wood and animal bone when the sea first encroaches on her land her
people simply move brythony moves further travelling to asia where she
sees mankind s first walled cities and gets an idea what if you could build
a wall to keep the sea out and so begins a colossal engineering project
that will take decades a wall that stretches for hundreds of miles a wall
that becomes an act of defiance and containing the bones of the dead an
act of devotion a wall that will change the geography of the world and it s
history stephen baxter has become expert at embedding human stories
into the grandest sweeps of history and the most mind blowing of
concepts stone spring begins a trilogy that will tell the story of a changed
world it begins in 8 000 bc with an idea and ends in 1500 in a world that
never saw the roman empire christianity or islam it is an eye opening
look at what history could so easily have been and an inspiring tale of
how we control our future

Witness X
2020-02-06

as the waters rose in flood high in the colorado mountains the us
government was building an ark not an ark to ride the waves but an ark
that would take a select few hundred people out into space to start a new
future for mankind sent out into deep space on an epic journey centuries
generations of crew members carry the hope of a new beginning on a
new incredibly distant planet but as the decades pass knowledge and
purpose is lost and division and madness grows and back on earth life
and man find a new way this is the epic sequel to the acclaimed flood a
stirring tale of what mankind will do to survive and the perfect
introduction for new readers to one of sf s greatest tropes the generation
ship written by one of the most significant sf writers of the last 30 years a
man considered to be the heir of arthur c clarke as a writer with a unique
ability to popularize science and science fiction for the largest possible
audience flood and ark together form a landmark in modern sf



The Northland Trilogy
2016-12-08

a new series that will chart the different evolutionary futures for mankind
and chronicle a war that has been fought since the first nano seconds
after the big bang to the impossibly distant future collects for the first
time in one volume coalescent exultant transcendent resplendent it is a
story that begins with a vivid depiction of the decline of the roman
empire and which down through the years shows how one woman s
determination to protect her daughter has such frightening
consequences for mankind s future existence for in that future twenty
five thousand years from now mankind is still locked in its twenty
thousand year long war for survival with the xeelee also included is
resplendent a collection of stories that encompasses mankind s epic fight
for survival against the xeelee a narrative of how man will change and
evolve over our epic journey out into the universe

Ark
2009

baxter s ability to combine wildly divergent narrative threads has become
a trademark of his writing and has been seen to its best effect in the
previous two novels from this sequence transcendent with its melding of
a near future narrative that carries a terrible warning about the post oil
and post global warming world and a narrative thread that tours the
fantastically varied diverse species that mankind has become in the
impossibly distant future is an example of baxter at his best at once a
cautionary tale of what we are capable of destroying and a celbration of
what we could become this is the capstone to baxter s best series to date
in transcendent we find out what happened to the children of the poole
brothers from coalescent and what will happen to mankind

Destiny's Children
2016-10-13



stephen baxter s the martian in the wood a tor com original in the
aftermath of the first martian war in the interim between it and what was
to come later england seemed to once again become a green and
peaceful place if one haunted by the terrible events in surrey that had
happened in those early years of the century although people hoped and
prayed peace had come they were wrong across the gulf of space plans
were being drawn for a return but before they could bear fruit a terrible
discovery was made deep in holmburgh wood one that would tear a
family apart and shock the world at the publisher s request this title is
being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Transcendent
2005

The Martian in the Wood
2017-08-02
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